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The Internet can be an unpredictable place for intellectual property lawyers, particularly as it relates to 
“soft” IP such as trademarks and copyrights. Trademark and copyright protections evolved to address 
tangible objects: the words on a page, the music embodied in a recording, or the branding printed on 
a product. Decades of jurisprudence have drawn fairly bright lines around what can be protected, and 
those lines tend to conform to the edges of the physical world. In the copyright context, the focus is on 
when a work is “created” or “fixed” in physical form; in trademark (and unfair competition) the focus is 
on “use in commerce.”

Transposing those distinctions into the digital world is not always straightforward. There is little 
difference (for copyright purposes) between the words written in a book and the words written on a 
website, but an entire new section of the copyright law had to be enacted to deal with the difference 
between a vinyl record and a digital music stream. Trademark law might not seem to present that same 
complexity: It should not matter if a mark is used digitally on a website or physically on a box of soap. 
But in fact, the Internet presents a number of challenges to traditional trademark analysis and the related 
issues of customer confusion and unfair competition. One developing area in that jurisprudence is the 
issue of Internet domain names. Are they protectible as marks? What uses does trademark protect in that 
context? A recent case in the Southern District of New York, Soter Technologies v. IP Video Corporation, 
2021 WL 744511 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 26, 2021), provides some useful analysis.

Background

Soter Technologies manufactures and sells the “Flysense,” a device that senses vape smoke, which it 
primarily sells to school systems for installation in bathrooms and other locations where individuals 
might engage in prohibited vaping. In connection with that activity, Soter obtained the FLYSENSE 
trademark. Soter owns all rights in and to that mark, which is filed with the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office (US PTO) in connection with the following goods: “Environmental sensor for detecting vape, 
vapor, smoke, sound, motion, gas, and total volatile organic compounds. Soter owns the domain name 
“www.flysense.net” through which it advertises the Flysense device. Soter filed its trademark with the US 
PTO on Oct. 9, 2019 and it was issued on May 19, 2020, claiming a date of first use at least as early as 
November 2017.
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On June 30, 2020, Soter filed a complaint and motion for a temporary restraining order in the Southern 
District of New York against three companies it alleged were its competitors: IP Video Corporation, A+ 
Technology & Security Solutions, and Advance Convergence Group (defendants). Soter alleged that all 
three companies were involved in the manufacture and sale of the “HALO Smart Sensor,” a competitor 
to the Flysense, which they advertised on their respective websites and sold the product across the 
United States and internationally. Soter further alleged that, between Sept. 9, 2019 and July 1, 2020, 
defendants wrongfully used the Flysense trademark, as “part of a bad-faith scheme to confuse and deceive 
customers,” including by using the domain name “www.flysense.com” to market and sell their products. 
Soter, 2021 WL 744511 at *2.

According to the complaint, customers who visited www.flysense.com were redirected to defendant 
IP Corp.’s website, where the HALO device, not the Flysense device, was listed for sale. Nowhere on 
that website was the Flysense trademark, or anything resembling it, displayed. The website instead 
prominently featured references to the Halo device. The only use of the “FLYSENSE” mark was in the 
domain name itself.

Soter brought claims for federal and state trademark infringement, unfair competition, and 
cybersquatting. It alleged, among other things, that “by using the www.flysense.com domain name 
to direct customers to defendants’ website where the HALO was depicted, defendants were ‘likely 
to create a false impression and deceive customers, the public and the trade into believing that there 
was a connection, association, affiliation or sponsorship between plaintiff’s Flysense and defendants’ 
HALO device—which there was not.” Soter, 2021 WL 744511 at *2. Soter also alleged that defendants’ 
“cybersquatting caused Soter to lose purchasers and business opportunities” of more than $2 million. 
Id. Shortly after commencement of the action, Judge Liman entered a Temporary Restraining Order 
enjoining defendants from resuming use of the www.flysense.com domain name or advertising 
compatibility with Flysense systems. On July 21, 2020, defendants filed a motion to dismiss all counts 
except the cybersquatting claim against IP Video Corp. (the owner of the www.flysense.com domain 
name).

On Feb. 26, 2021, Judge Liman granted in part and denied in part the motion to dismiss. The court 
dismissed certain claims Soter had brought regarding defendants’ assertions of compatibility between the 
HALO and Flysense devices, but it denied the motion with respect to the claims concerning improper 
use of the www.flysense.com domain name. In those surviving claims, Soter alleged that use of that 
domain name constituted trademark infringement and unfair competition under the Lanham Act and 
New York common law, each of which prohibits wrongful “use in commerce” of a trademark owned by 
someone else.

The court considered those claims together, noting that the standards for the two Lanham act claims are 
“substantially the same” and that New York common law is “virtually identical” with the exception of an 
additional required showing of “bad faith.” Id. at *4. The court noted that once “use” is established, a 
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“familiar two-prong test” governs the infringement analysis: looking “first to whether the plaintiff’s mark 
is entitled to protection and, second to whether defendant’s use of the mark is likely to cause consumers 
confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of the defendant’s goods.” Id. at *4.

Defendants argued that Soter’s infringement claims should be dismissed because (1) defendant’s did not 
make any “use in commerce” of the mark and (2) there was no likelihood of confusion as a result of the use. 
The court rejected both arguments and sustained the trademark and unfair competition claims.

Use in Commerce

As to “use in commerce,” defendants conceded that use of a competitor’s name “as the name and/or 
identifier for a store” in the “physical world” would constitute an actionable use in commerce. However, 
defendants argued that the “virtual world” was different, and that their use of the domain name www.
flysense.com was not infringing because it was merely an address and not an identifier. The court rejected 
that distinction, finding that the “law is no different in the virtual world” and a “domain name is not 
categorically only an address that a consumer can use to navigate to a store whose name it already knows; it 
can also serve as a sign to identify the contents of a store.” Soter, at *5. The court reasoned that consumers 
seeking to find a product or brand were likely to seek out products by searching for that brand’s domain 
name. In that way, it likened the domain name to both “address” and “store name” in the physical world. 
The court reasoned that the purpose of a domain name is the same as a store name in the physical world 
“to advertise to the would-be consumer that the store … that she is contemplating entering will have the 
desired products emanating from the desire origin and thereby induce her to shop in that store.” Id.

Defendants argued that the Second Circuit’s holding in 1-800 Contacts v. WhenU.coom, 414 F.3d 400, 
412 (2d Cir. 2005), precluded Soter’s claims. In that case, the Second Circuit found that When-U did 
not “use” 1-800 contact’s trademark when it caused pop-up advertisements for WhenU.com to appear to 
users who visited 1-800 Contact’s website. The Second Circuit reasoned that When-U did not “use” any 
trademark because When-U did not reproduce 1-800 Contact’s mark to denote any affiliation with 1-800 
Contacts; it simply included the 1-800 Contacts domain name in a list of “triggers” for pop-up ads. The 
Second Circuit found that use—the use of a domain name as a non-public trigger—would not constitute 
infringement.

In Soter the court found 1-800 Contacts distinguishable, holding that defendants had used the Flysense 
web address no only as web address but as the sole identifier for its virtual store. Soter, 2021 WL 744511 at 
*7. This use is public facing and has a far greater risk of customer confusion than the use at issue in 1-800 
Contacts. The court thus held that defendant’s use of the Flysense trademark in their domain name was 
directly contrary to the purpose of the Lanham Act and was a “use in commerce.” Id.

Likelihood of Confusion
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Having determined that use of the www.flysense.com domain name was a “use in commerce,” the court 
next considered whether that use was in violation of the Lanham Act, applying the two-prong test refer-
enced above. Defendants did not contest the first prong—that the mark was entitled to protection—and 
thus the court addressed whether defendant’s use created a likelihood of confusion on the part of cus-
tomers.

Defendants argued that there was no risk of confusion because after visiting the www.flysense.com do-
main name (and being redirected to defendants’ website), there was no mention of the Flysense product 
and prominent display of the HALO product and branding. Defendants noted that their customers (and 
Soter’s customers) were sophisticated purchasers, unlikely to be confused, and that neither product could 
be purchased online. The court rejected those arguments, finding that the “eight-factor balancing test,” 
on balance supported the argument of potential confusion, at least at the motion to dismiss stage.

The court considered those factors in turn. It found the first two factors, (1) the strength of the trade-
mark and (2) the similarity of the marks, strongly in favor of Soter. The court found Flysense to be 
distinctive and found that defendants had used that term in their domain name for precisely that reason. 
Similarly, the third and fourth factors, (3) the proximity of the products and their competitiveness with 
one another and (4) evidence that the senior user may “bridge the gap” by developing a product for sale 
in the market of the alleged infringer’s product, favored Soter because there was no dispute that the prod-
ucts competed and that visitors to defendants’ website were potential customers for Soter.

As to the fifth factor, evidence of actual consumer confusion, the court noted statements by Soter’s CEO 
regarding customer confusion between the products and noted that defendants’ arguments to the con-
trary were fact issues to be determined after discovery. The court found the sixth factor, evidence that the 
imitative mark was adopted in bad faith, in favor of Soter because defendants allegedly knew of Soter’s 
trademark prior to creating infringing domain name. The court found the seventh factor, the respective 
quality of the products, to be neutral and the eighth factor, the sophistication (or lack thereof ) of con-
sumers in the relevant market to be non-dispositive. On balance, the court found that Soter had ade-
quately pled a claim.

The court rejected defendants’ argument that their use was not actionable because, in the Internet con-
text, any “initial confusion” could easily be remedied by exiting the website or hitting the “back” button 
after noticing the website was in fact selling HALO products rather than Flysense. The court noted some 
support for that view in the Second Circuit, but found that the argument presented factual issues not 
before it on a motion to dismiss. The court therefore permitted Soter’s trademark claims to go forward.

In New Domains
Soter presents a case where the courts’ understandable desire to decide trademark issues in the “virtual
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world” by comparison to the “physical world” is complicated by the lack of perfect overlap between the 
two. Courts faced with these issues must undertake a careful analysis to determine how the existing legal 
regime is best applied. Here, the court did just that, and the result is a helpful and well explained decision. 
Much of defendants’ argument in Soter comes down to the claim that an Internet domain name is merely 
an “address”—analogous to the street address of a store in physical space, which would not be protectible. 
Once in the store, defendants argue, the customer can see for herself what merchandise is available.

But on the Internet, such addresses have multiple purposes. A domain name is not just the address to the 
store, it is the sign outside the store that brings the consumers in (which would of course be protectible) 
and more: It may be the key to better search engine placement or other intangible benefits that have no 
obvious physical analog. The Soter court’s analysis shows a nuanced understanding of these issues, and it is 
a good example of how courts can and should examine these issue, not merely by matching up digital assets 
with their physical counterparts, but by looking for the underlying principles and policies that animate the 
legal protections at issue.

This article first appeared in the New York Law Journal on March 15, 2020. Stephen M. Kramarsky, a 
member of Dewey Pegno & Kramarsky, focuses on complex commercial and intellectual property litiga-
tion. Jack Millson is an associate at the firm.


